
 

 

Classroom News              
Class Name:   Chillingham                   Term:   Summer 2 2022       Topic:  Summer  

What we have been learning this term: Some photos of us! 
This term we have been looking at the topic 

‘Summer’. We have looked at the clothes we 
wear in summer, what we do in the summer 

and explored sand and water. The children 
really enjoyed making sandcastle pictures in 
Art. We mixed sand with paint and then 

painted them onto a large A3 outline of a 
sand castle. The children all chose their own 

colours, helped mix the sand and paint 
together and focussed on their paintings.  

 
In English our focus has been on writing. The 
children have worked on their specific targets 

such as: tracing straight line patterns, tracing 
letters, copying letters and composing and 

writing sentences.  
 

In maths our focus has been size. Again the 
children have worked on their specific targets 
such as: sorting big and small, ordering 

objects by size and using comparative 
language to compare sizes e.g. bigger, 

smaller, biggest and smallest. 
 
We have also been doing lots of work around 

turn taking and sharing resources with peers. 
All the children enjoy the ‘Help Kidz Learn’ 

games on the whiteboard and it is a great 
opportunity for them to practice: waiting their 

turn, responding to instructions, sharing the 
whiteboard with their peers and accepting 
when someone chooses something different 

to what you would like. The children have 
also been playing board games and sharing 

resources in sensory and choosing time.  
 

We have had another busy year in 
Chillingham, each child has made progress 
which is meaningful to them and we are so 

proud of them all.  
 

Have a great summer. 
 
The Chillingham Team.  

 

 

Dates & Points to remember:  

 

Friday 15th July 2022 – Last day of term 

Monday 5th September 2022 – First day of term 


